Denim & Lace
Recycled women’s and men’s jeans
have been transformed into your
next multi-season bag. Donned
with antique lace trim from the early
1900s through 1950s, this collection
adds a dainty, feminine touch to a
casual and cool bag. Lined with
bright primary colors, this collection
takes you from fall right to summer!
A “solid” approach to dressing.

Timeless
Love the feel of satin
sheets and velvet throws?
testa took vintage satin
coverlets and a variety of
velvets (from dresses to
quilts), to create a bold
and unique look. With
alternating bold stripes in
interesting color combinations, this collection is
luxurious from morning to
evening.

This Season’s

Funky Finds
Back after popular
demand! Imported
German house decorations, such as table
runners and mats have
been reconstructed into
what could be your most
exciting winter accessory. These embossed
velvet pieces come in
rich, neutral hues often
adorned with lace trim or
fringe giving the bags an
additional funky touch.
Vintage imports are
limited and unique, so
act quickly!

NEW
The Barrel Bag
This full body bag is a “good time”, new look for testa. With
two semi-circular sides and a zipper closure the Barrel bag
slouches and relaxes just right and fits everything!
NEW
The Clutch
Looking for the perfect bag for a night out? This petite,
sleek bag is long and lean with zipper access, so you can
keep your evening essentials hidden. Designed to “clutch”
or with a single wrist strap, you’re sure to look complete
with this bag.

Remember, the Weekender is available is two sizes and
perfect for the woman who carries everything or just
needs something for a night or two away. And the
Diaper Bag, often used by non-moms as a gym bag,
knitting bag, beach bag, or whatever… has a “wipeable” lining!

Weather can be so unpredictable. And your wardrobe and accessories, particularly your bag, have to adjust .
So for when warmer temperatures linger and cool temperatures arrive abruptly or stay forever, I have created
bags for Mother Nature’s every whim. Bags that will make you feel happy, trendy and comfortable…regardless
of the weather!
Touching on several inspirations, this season is a conglomeration of “all things practical” for winter.

testa

553 Old Long Ridge Road
Stamford, CT 06903

For the first time, testa introduces a collection in a basically solid hue. It’s called Denim and Lace and it caters
to those wardrobes that are already wildly colorful and need something a bit more subtle.
The Timeless collection touches the “regal woman” in all of us who love things magnificent, opulent and lush.
These bags are rich and luxurious enough for the opera, yet cool enough to wear everyday!
Finally, this season’s Funky Finds brings in the wonders of international history using an assortment of
imported fabrics for almost any time and place.
It is amazing to discover the array of fabrics and textiles that contribute to the “vintage”
eras. I am forever inspired and intrigued by the multitude of ways these fabrics contribute to the everyday necessity of handbags. My love of vintage fabrics and fervent
desire to be unique continue to make testa bags one of a kind. Remember, I handcraft
each and every bag, so my personal, creative touch goes into each bag, whether you
buy it at a boutique, on-line, or as a custom order.
testa has contributed two new bag styles to its growing list of popular totes: the Barrel
Bag and the Clutch (our replacement for the Envelope Bag).
testa’s look is constantly changing and evolving while remaining funky and unique.

For the “regal woman” in all
of us who love things
magnificent, opulent
and lush.

New! The Barrel (12 x 5) New! The Clutch S (12 x 5), M (14 x 5), L (16 x 5).
Bucket Bag (heights may vary) S (12 x 10), M (14 x 11), L (16 x 13).
Rectangular Tote S (11 x 5 x 9) M (13 x 5 x 10) L (15 x 5 x 12). Weekender M 20 x 5 L (28 x 15) Diaper Bag (20 x 15)

Vintage clothing, colorful fabrics,
and trimmings help me uniquely
design and handcraft each
handbag to make yours
a one of a kind testa.
www.testabags.com

